Dr. Freitas moved to approve minutes from December 6, 2005 meeting. Seconded by Phu Tran.

Debbie Whitaker from the Early Childhood Development program gave a presentation. The program has funds and wants to use them in the following way: to purchase 1) a wheel-chair accessible playhouse with garden boxes and a wheel-chair accessible play gas station and 2) a sunshade to provide shade for the area. Additionally, the program seeks funds to have 3) a sidewalk poured outside of the fenced playground area for adult ECE students to do observation assignments of the children at play.

Dr. Freitas moved to approve the presented purchases and additions to the ECE program/yard. Motioned was voted on and approved unanimously.

Mr. Eckstein requested we move to the new schedule of meetings for the spring session of the PRC. The meetings dates were schedule accordingly:
March 23, 2006
April 27, 2006
May 25, 2006
They reflect the fourth Thursday of every month.

New business:
Steven Monsanto brought it to the attention of the committee the incorporation of the energy program with Noresco. The role of Physical Resources will be the approval of Measure C funds to allot to the energy program and its recommendation for the use of funds. Steve also mentioned that Norco should begin creating its own Emergency/Disaster Plan that could be modeled after Riverside City Campus’ current program. PRC should have an investment in the creation of said plan.
Leona Crawford asked questions regarding the use of the bunkers for storage by the Disabled Students Program. Steve voiced concerns that the rehabilitation of the bunker for continued/on going storage area was cost prohibitive. There was no other new business. Meeting adjourned at 1:45 pm.